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Marshall-Wythe School of Law
Thursday , January 2 , 19

,"olume XIX, :"I.'umber 7

hief Justice
Visits College

The Dream
Continued
b~

Matilda Brodna

Un J anUdry HI, 1988, students
a nd professors of Marshall-Wythe
a ssembled at the Third Annual
Birthda y Celebra tion in the
Memory of Martin Luther King,
Jr. The program was sponsored
by the Black Law Student
Associa tion and the Minority
Recruitment Committee.
T he progra m consisted of
presentat"ons about Dr. King 's
ph ilo~OI hv of non-violence, his
m ost n cmorable speeches , and
poetry readings fro the works of
La ngsto n
Hughes .
Karen
Ashburn , a third year law student , rendered a musical selecti on " If I Can Onl y Help
Somebody" which was said to be
Dr. King's fa vorite song
Victor Snead, a first year law
student, performed King' " I , ' et'
the Promis d Land" whJch wa
given by King on the e\'e of his
death in Memphis , Tennessee.
F irst year Mike Kracker commented, " I was realJy inspired by
the dramatic reading by Victor.
By closing my eyes I could really imagine what King must have
sounded like. I was thrown back
to that age."
Througbout the program , the

partiCIpants emphasized [hI' ' mporta nce of c:mt1l1ulng WIth
King' dream of social equality
not only in domestic relations,
but also beyond our borders.
Tonia Jones, a first year, in her
presentation spoke of the need to
prevent incidents such as Howard
Beach, Forsythe County , and
racial defamations such as those
stated by Jimmy the Greek, a
s portscaster on national television. Tonia also commented on
the need to prevent incidents such
as the massacre of 4 000 children
in the Soweto township of South
Africa .
The celebration ended with
members of the audience coming
down to light 20 candles (symbolizing the 20 years since King 's
death ) and singing lhe Black a LJonal Anthem, " Lift Every Voice
and Sing." Among the candle
holders was Professor Barnard.
She stated that this particular
program was very special to her :
" I spent the preceding Saturday
trying to expla in to some very
prejudiced people the importance
of the King Holiday. This program affirmed my conviction of
its importa nce."

iving Moot Court Credit
B)

Tad Pethybridge

There are many non-cla sroom
activllles at Marshall-Wythe that
offer academIC credit: law
revIew. PCAP , and olh r legal
clerking and legal wntmg programs . Yet moot court team
member are not accorded
academic credit for theIr work, a
ituation many team member
feel I anomalou and unfair .
"Moot court and law review are
great way for tht chool to reach
out. enhance Its reputatIOn and attract the attention of pro pective
tudents and faculty . But law
review get
fundll1g and
academic credit, and we don't,"
said Eric Cantor, a member of the
moot court _ ational Team .
The problem for the moot court
program lies In the different
ources of funding for the two activities. The law review i funded
primarily through the law chooI.
while the majority of funds for the
moot court program come from
the tudent Bar A sociatlOn
through a grant from the Board of
tudent Affair , a campu WIde govern' g
for extracurricular
activities. Becau e
the B A's purpo e IS
to promote extracurrIcular, not curricular,
activities, one of its
guidelines for grant'mg funds provides that" 0 activity for
which academ ic
credi t is awarded
will be funded." .
One possible
would be to replace
the fund ing the
moot court prog ram receives from
the B. ,\ a bout
$lO,oon or th(progra m ' $12 ,
000 app r ox im
ate budgf't
with
nli)n ie"
from oth,': ' .,
rces. early a U
parties concer
ned , however ,
agree tha t re placing the B A's contri bution in the near future would
be virtually impossible. Dean Sullivan says the law school can't
afford to replace the funds .
" There's no
way we would come up with tha t
kind of money . The $2,000 we 've
provided them this year is the
first time we've ever been able to
give them any significant amount
of money. "
If the law school cannot find in
its budget sufficient funds to
bankroll the progr am, members
of the moot court teams would
like permission to solicit from
moot court alumni contributions
toward a fund that might help
alleviate the program 's chronic
lack of funds and perhaps even-

tually make It elf-supporting.
PartIcIpants c1arm , however. that
they have been forbIdden from
pur uing thi option by Dean
ulltvan and the Admini tration
because such additional fundrai ing would hurt the fundral ing of
the law chool as a whole.
Dean Sullivan denies that he or
the Administration has "forbidden" moot court member from
attempting to rai e additional
funds in this way, but doe say
tha t he would .. trongly
discourage" any uch activity :
"You don 't benefit the law school
by having alumni hit with many
different appeal . It fragments
their attention and ultimately
reduces their giving ." Dean
ullivan note that the law chool
fundraising has been much more
uccessful recently than had
previously been the case-from a
level of $80,000 three year ago to
approximately $180,000 last
year-a nd he is loath to recommend any practice that might
have a deleterious effect on alumI1J contribution .
A solution perhaps more practical than rep'acin Lne B,sA

funding might he \n
apply to the
HSA

for an exception
to the inhibiting provision.
Such an exception is
not without precedent. Two activities that do offer academic
credit receive substantial funding
from the BSA- the W&M Band
and the W&M Choir. The allocation for the Choir is used to buy
uniforms and to fund their Spring
Tour-an optional Choir acti vity
independent from the class for
which credit is given. The very
existence of the Band, however,
is dependent on BSA funding .
Over $25,000 of the more than
$40,000 the BSA gives the progr~ goes to pay the salary of the

band director, without whom the
band program would not exist.
Dean Ken Smith, Financial Advisor to the B A, ays that the
band's situation is highly unusual
"We have always viewed the funding to the Band a a short-term .
extraordinary situation. When the
music department dropped funding fo r the Band, we were faced
with a situation where we either
gave them funding or there would
be no band program at William
and Mary. We are actively seeking alternative sources of funding
for the band." Dean mith compares the position of the moot
court program to that of the
debate program, an activity for
which academic credit is offered
and who e requests for BSA funding to defray tournament and
travel expenses are consistently
denied .
At lea t one senior member of
the BSA thinks that the board is
inconsistent in its treatment of
this issue . Dean Sam adler IS a
longtime ex officio member of the
board and frequently sits on its
Finance Committee. When asked
if there had ever been a formal request by the moot court board for
an exception to the rule barring
funding for credit-bearing activities, he said , " I don 't
remember such a proposal from
a law school representative. We
do seem to be inconsistent in our
handl ing of this issue. Ii a lor mal
request for an exception were
made, we would have to consider
whether we wanted to grant it or
strictly enforce our own rules."
The BSA is currently beginning
the process of considering funding
requests for the academic year
1988-89. The board wilJ next meet
on Wednesday , February 10, at
4 :30 p.m. in Room C of the Campus Center. The meeting is open
to all interested persons. Those
wishing more information about
the BSA should speak with Keith
Krusz or Professor Jayne Barnard, the law school representative to the BSA.
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M-W Grad Receives Hero's Award

Damian Shows Cojones
Damian Ripoll-Horne, 29, who
Ripoll-Horne's lifesaving efforts didn't go unnoticed by his
passed . his state bar· exam in
September, leads·the life of a Sansuperiors. The commander of
ta Fe . lawyer except for one
Ripoll-Horne ·s Special Forces
. weekend a month, when he dons
unit cited him for his heroism and
recommended he be awarded the
his Army Airborne Ranger
uniform with a green beret and
Soldier's Medal, the nation's
hones ·llls military skills.
highest peacetime award for perAnd it was on one of these trainsonal valor.
The citation in part said that
ing forays into the boonies that 1st
Lt. Ripoll-Horne had his mettle
after a "lengthy and exhausting
tested as never before. In October
struggle" RiPoll-Horne " pulled
in the wilds near Western New
the· victim to shore, and then
Mexico's Fort Wingate, according
refused medical attention to help
render first aid to his companto an ArmY ·citation, he·heard the
.. soreams·of·another soldier ·flailion."
ing for bis life in the middle of
Ripoll-Horne received the citation shortly after its submittance
McFarron Lake. He took to the
water in full uniform and g·e ar.
to the Pentagon in November
The fact that he had nearly'flunk1987.
. Ripoll-Horne ·was surprised
ed his Special·Forces·swimming
tesfdidnlt enter his·mind; he said. ' about the citation. Hdiguied he
"The guy almost drowned-me,"
was more in line for a courtRipoll-Horne said of his lifesvaing ' -' martial for "doing · something
stupid," considering he jumped in ·
efforts. "But right:when.I thought
I was g6ing t6 droWIi, I saw my
the water even though swimming
wasn't hj.s forte.
brother (Cosrne)"getting ready to
Except for his October aquatic ·
get in the water. That's when I
thought if both of us drown our exploits; Ripoll-Horne's summer
mother would kill ·us ."
and early.fall were uneventful. A
May graduate of William and
Ripoll-Horne said he went
Mary College's law school, he
under water a number of times.
At one point he t r.ought of " cold- spent his time since then pouring
cocking" the drowning. soldier,
over.law books and study questions in preparation for his state
figuring he'd be a lot easier to get
.. to shore if unconscious.
bar exam .
. That , . . however, . wasn't
All that's keeping Ripoll-Horne
necessary. Eventually both
from starting his own law practice is a passing grade on the state
soldiers got to shore, waterlogged
but alive.
law ethics exam h~ took recently.

He 's anxiously awaiting the
results.
Ripoll-Horne isn't sure about
practicing law. he said. Journalism is another career he's
thinking about pursuing.
However, whatever he chooses,
he said, he does plan to continue
his Army Reserve career.
A Santa F e High graduate,
Ripoll-Horne hails from a family
steeped in military tradition. He
said he ne\·er had doubts about
caITying on where his forefathers
left off.
" I love my uniform, my country and all the people in it,"
Ripoll-Horne said sheepishly; explaining that he didn't want to
sound like an overzealous patriot.

Alex Trebek · would say :
Answer, L.A. law .politel:Y declined their invitation by demanding
$10,000.*
Like all prose of the advertising
genre, this little solicitation will
try to convince you that being involved with the Marshall-Wythe
Student Legal Forum is more fun
than you eyer imagined .haying,
_ . with peOple more ihteresting than
: you~ ve ever met. But, you. ask,
; wlUit is the Marsh'aIl-Wythe Stu- aent Legal Forum? Well, it's a
new. student . QrganiZatiOil that
wants to· bring informative and
entertailling speak.ers and panels
to the Law SchooL SQ what, you
, respond. Simply, iUs fun and you
do meet interesting People.
For .instance, the Forum
recently' tried to get Terry Louise
Fisher to come clue us in on the
•.'i........,.....,..a..

I~.. ._ . _••Ul~·.,.."." . . . ~nl •• ~I..-nI •• Fn"nT..... , .... .-n"~.,

!
¥:.

Ripoll-Horne said the first year
of law school was difficult. He had
a great time in his following two
years, he said. During his law
school career, he was president of
the Hispanic American Law
Students Association.
Ripoll-Horne is the son of Santa Fe art dealer Gwen Battle
Horne and Dr. Andres Ripoll de
Churruca of Barcelona, Spain.

reprinted from the Albuquerque
Journal ,"iorth, Friday, November
2i, 198i by Don Jones, Staff Writer
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Legal Forum Speaks Out
back &tage goings on at L.A. Law.
Unfortimately, she politely declinect:bY: demanding $10.000 for the
fa,{or. BUT, in the meantime, the
Forum member doing the dirty
work got to be buddies · with
George, Terry's administrative
assistant, and learned all sorts of
things. That was FUN, and
George was INTERESTING.
The possibilities are endless.
There is always someone out
there trying to sel!" a book, a
policy, an idea (but We promise
NOT fo ·invite Gary Hart) , or a
'pOint of view. We'd like to get
them talking to us and to each
· ·other. If you're intereSted in helping out next·year, drop note in
· Chri.S Dillon's or SuSan Winchell's
. hanging file.
· *Question, What is the MarshallWytlie Stud.e nt Legal Forum ?

" I plan to stay in the reserves. "
Ripoll-Horne joined the Army
after graduating from the University of New Mexico in 1977. The
English and history major was in
the enlisted ranks for about seven
months. He then attended officers' candidate school and eventually got into the Special Forces.
"I sort of fell for the 'be all you
can be' slogan the Army has,"
Ripoll-Horne said. " I thought as
long as I was in the service, I
might as well be the best I could
be."
During his four years of active
duty, Ripoll-Horne was stationed
in Italy and Germany. He didn't
waste much time getting into law
school after being discharged .
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-Wanted
':A .dvertJs.ing.
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Gerry Gray (2L)
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ETYMOLOGY
. AND YOU

BEYOND9T05

The word "law" comes
from related forms of the
Old English word for "lie,"
as in "lie down," since a
law is something which is
'·' laid down. " An even
earlier Old Norse form
meant " a layer or
stratum. "

•••
In response to the many
queries we've received
regarding the definition of
" Pluries" : Black's Law
Dictionary defines it as
"Process that issues in the
third instance, after the
first and the alias have
been ineffectual. " - Glad
to have helped.

The need for fast. qU:.IJiry c o p ie~ d oe~n · t SIOP:11 ') o·c1ock
.\ nd neilher do \\·e. Kinko 's is ppen e:.lrl~·. open btl'. :ll1d
open \\eekend: 10 lake c:.Ire of :111 of your cop\·ing needs.

Great copies. Great people.

513 Prince George Street
Beh ind Sorority Court
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Exeter A Change
Picked up a great travel
brochure in the lobby the other
day ! London, Devon, Exeter,
Madrid - visions of cathedrals,
lush English countryside, Big Ben
and Parliament Square, European Masters hanging at the
Prado the Royal Palace, architectural tours of England and
Spain. Sounds like a great tour,
where do you sign up? But, wait
a minute, there is another side to
this brochure .. .law courses.
There has to be a catch. And then
again, maybe it's a rather attractive way to do what we have to do
anyway - study and understand
THE LAW. After ali, one could
think of quite a few less exotic
places to engage in this struggle,
including Williamsburg in the
summertime. Which is exactly
what someone must have been
thinking when they started the
first Law Abroad Program
twenty-one years ago on the campus of Exeter in Devonshire,
England. This summer the/ Exeter program has been expanded
to include ten days in 'Legal London" - touring Parliament, the
Courts , meeting with barristers
and solicitors and having classes
taught by Exeter faculty and
William and Mary professors at
the University of London. For
those interested there is also a
legal clerkship available with
local Exeter firms . In addition, a
new summer abroad program
has been added-four weeks at the
University of Madrid. Each progra m offers excellent opportunties for Williams and Mary
students to receive credit ( all
hours and passing letter grades
are completely transferable) and
to enjoy Europe as a student.

Last year's Exeter program included about thirty-five students.
In the past it has included up to
150 students or more. Competition
from other programs has since
siphoned off some of the attendance. Neither program is limited
to William and Mary students, but
students attending from other law
schools will only receive
PasslFail grades. And most law
schools require no lower than a C
to pass. According to some law
students who attended last year's
program this may have come as
a surprise to non-William and
Mary students who might have
received C-'s. One particular
course, International BusineSs
Transactions had a particularly
rigorous grading scale. According
to Prof. Emeric Fischer ,
however,
Marshall-Wythe
students consistently receive the

"

TJ.lree

,

of Pace for Summer
highest grades. Apparently, they
indicate the servious nature of the
have a better understanding of
academic experience: The EEC
the s~ mentioned in the inLegal System, European Civil
formation package:
Rights Law, Spanish Constitu" A word of caution may be in
tional Law and Policy, Internaorder. There are many opportional Law, International
tunities for recreation and travel
Business Transactions, Introducto see the fascinating sights of a
tion to Civil Law, and the English
new and strange land and to treat
Legal System. The studious
studies as secondary in imporaspect is nonetheless balanced by
tance. Yet the summer studies
descriptions, for instance, ' of
are conducted in accordance with
events taking place in Exeter
ABA accredita tion standards not
while students are studying
only with respect to class attendiligently:
dance but also with respect to the
In 1988 Devon will celebrate
quality of examiniations. The
the anniversary of two historic
wise student will prepare himself
events - the defeat of the Spanish
for examinations with the same
Armada in 1588 fly Sir Francis
care exercised in preparation for
Drake and the landing of Prince
examinations in regular sessions.
William and Princess Mary in
Final written examinations are
1688. Drake's defeat of the world's
given in each course."
most fearsome fleet will be
Certainly the course titles and . celebrated by ... an Elizabethan
description listed in the borchure fayre, fIreworks and a parade.

The Royal Palace, Madrid.

William and Mary's landing will
be commemorated with a flotilla
from Holland and a regatta, a reenactment of William's landing,
a quayside medieval fair, a flower
festival in Exeter Cathedral, an
exhibition in the Royal Albert
Memorial Museum Exeter ... and
hot air ballon races ...
Students also add interesting
side trips to Cornwall, Wales,
Ireland, Scotland and over to the
continent.
If you are already on the continent studying in Madrid you have
the option of beautiful Spanish
beaches on the weekend, the
Baleric Islands, Granada, Sevilla,
Barcelona, etc. For those attending the Madrid program, there
will also be opportunities to make
professional contacts. Spain has
recently become a ·member of the
European Economic Community
which has resulted in a substantial increase in international
business.. William and Mary has
arranged tor guest jurists from
leading American firms that have
offices in Madrid to lecture on
Spanish law.
All in all, each program provides valuable insights into other
legal systems. One student commented that the whole English
system is "really fonnal" and the
judges are very "parental" with
criminals. These insights will be
carried into future law practices
and perhaps expanded on when
contacts made from the summer
experience are renewed at a later
date. Meanwhile, a potentially
rewarding and undoubtedly
challenging summer is available
for those who have the time and
funds to choose an alternative to
clerking.

Faculty Reviews Evaluation Process
by Catherine Lee

the committee members and
taken very seriously in considering facuIty members on review",
be said. Prof. Coven, a committee
member, noted that he carefully
considers the evaluations when
sitting in on classes. "Students
can see problems in the
classroom and I see if I can confum them," he said.
In addition, when a professor is
being reviewed for tenure, a
notice is posted by the committee
requesting written comments or
evaluations from students.
Students may also appear before
the committee to view their opinions. Although this is a rare occurrence, the formal mechanisms
exist
for
such
student
participation.

All administrators and faculty
members testify that the evaluations are taken very seriously.
Prof. Barnard stated that "there
are few that are not genuine. I
have found some very constructive comments. We look for
themes or problems that many
people observe and try to correct
them." Prof. Lee admitted that he
did not look at his evaluations for
the first three years that he was
teaching but that once he did pay
attention to them he realized that
they were important, that the
students noticed actual difficuIties in the classroom and that
he changed his method of
teaching as a result of them.
The
question
remains,
however, whether the evaluations

are actually useful to the faculty
as designed. The evaluation consists of fIve questions which ask
students to rate the professor's
ability to teach on various levels.
The back of the fonn is a comment section. Most of the faculty
agrees that the comments are
very useful to them on the whole
but that the primary questions
are useless as written. Prof.
Nichol feels that the questionnaire "lacks detailed inquiry but
that the comments are very
valuable." He encourages all
students to take the time to write
constructive opinions and ideas.
Prof. Coven said that the comments are important to him but
the questions are inadequate and
in need of revisiou. "They are too

Every November the students
at Marshall-Wythe evaluate the
faculty. The questionnaires are
distributed and collected by the
SBA. Administration then forwards them to the Computer
Center where the questions are
tabulated and summarized .
These scores indicate the student's opinion of a professor's
teaching ability and how that professor ranks with the faculty as a
whole.
The evaluations are not
available to the faculty until their
grades have been returned to the
Administration. ~ Galloway
indicated that this is done to
" eliminate any concerns on the
part of students who may feel con- - ( ' I I I.....~I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'~...,.I'I'I'.lI'..arI.iIII'I.lll'il.ll~
strained in their responses" .
Dean Sullivan also reviews all of
the evaluations each year. He
believes that most of the comments are constructive and
perceptive although he has found
that some of them are personal
and unkind.
They are also used by the
Faculty Status Committee which
consists of seven faculty
members and Dean Sullivan. The
committee, which is chaired by
-INCLUDES Shampoo, Haircut. Style .,d Set
Prof. Gene Nichol, evaluates the
faculty for promotion and tenure.
Prof. Nichol reported that student
Tues-Fn 9 AM - 6 PM
evaluations are used in two ways
by the committee. Both "the
Sat 9 AM - 5
statistical compilation and the
1505 11. IUduaoad Road &ctweca Goodyear. Burfer ~ _.
comments are carefully read by
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·vague and don't have much
meaning," he said. The adrninistration has not reviewed the
efficacy of the questionnaire in at
least ten years.
Another recognized problem is
that the survey may not accurately reflect the educational needs of
the students. For example, many
students prefer lecturing over the
Socratic method. A professor
may obtain unfavorable evaluations because of this method
Continued on Page Tezr
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Inter Alia
Press FreedoIns
Shredded
. Recently, the Supreme Court ruled that Robert
Reynolds, principal of Hazelwood (Mo. ) East High
School, is a reasQnable man.
Three' days prior to the final edit and publication of
Spectrum, the school paper, the proof sheets of the sixpage newspaper were sent to Reynolds' office for adm~strative approval. On one page he read an article
about teen pregnancy written under psuedonyms by
three pregnant students.
He judged that some of the references to sexual activity in the article were 'inappropriate for younger
students. On another page he objected to an article on
. divorce because he felt the parents of one student who
spoke out should have a chance to respond.
He sent both pages, six articles in all, through a
paper shredder.
A paper shredder.

Any Supreme Court sanction of censorship comes as
a shock to journalists. The blunderbuss method
employed by Reynolds and condoned by the Court adds
indignity to the outrage ..
Anyone sharper than day-old popcorn knows that
there are ways to edit an article without tearing out the
page it is on. Four articles, dealing with such social
realities as teenage · marriage, juvenile delinquency,
runaways, and a general article on teen pregnancy were
censored solely because of their proximity to the two
"tainted" articles.
Reynolds felt the stories in question did not conform
. to the standards of the profession that the students had
learned in Journalism I, and were now applying in the
Journalism II practical. It is hypocritical to expect
students to learn about a responsible press when the principal, assuming the role of publisher, displays the

editorial mettle of a spent matchstick.
In the long run, the restriction of free speech will not
be the telling blow. Freedom of the press is not an absolute, especially in the school system. Rather, the
Court's disregard of the "narrowly tailored to serve its
purpose" standard for infringements on constitutional
rights will be much more damaging to high school student expression.
Continued on Page Six
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Right To Life
Expanded
"I just pray that she has all her fingers and toes. "
How many time have you heard an expectant mother
voice this concern? The mother may sound conscientious
but a simple ultrasound would reveal more than just
missing fingers or toes. It would reveal exactly how those
~ig~rettes/or ?rinking ~inges affect the child growing
Inside-tlie child who WIll have to deal with those mental or physical defects for the rest of its life.
Fifteen years and one week ago, the Supreme Court
weighed a mother's right to privacy against the rights
of an unborn child. Finding the scale tipped on the
mother's side, Roe V. Wade legalized abortion. However,
Blackmun's opinion did not give a woman the unbridled
right to destroy the fetus. The trimester theory conditioned that right. The government could regulate but not
restrict abortions in the second trimester and it could
restrict abortions in the third trimester. The justification is that as the fetus nears birth, its rights are worth
more because its chances of surviving increase,
Subsequent Supreme Court decisions blur the fine
lines established in the trimester theory. City of Akron
v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, Inc., 462 U.S.
416 ( 983 ) suggests that a state's interest in health regulations becomes compelling at the end of the first
trimester. Justice O'Connor's dissent criticized the
"analytical framework that varies according to the
stages of pregnancy.' The dissenters claimed the
trimester in potential human life is likewise extant
throughout pregnancy" (emphasis added). A 1986 decision took this notion further. In Thornburgh v. American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, a narrowly
divided court examined abortion regulations once again.
J ustice O'Connor's points in Akron Center were apparently well taken, as J ustice White's dissent also
criticized the Roe court's choice of vi ability . . 'The state's
interest, if compelling after viability, is equally compelling before viability." Since the fetus right to life is
recognized while in the womb, it's right to a ht>althy life
should follow. This concept could well be implemented.
especially in light of the split idealogIes f the Court and
the possibility of another "Reaganite" appointee,
A woman's right to privacy should not extend to the
right to harm an innocent unborn child. whether through
abortion or harmful behavior. Medical evidence shows
tha t s•• oking, drinking alcohol. eatir g unpealth.· f vds.
Co.minued on Page Six

Letters
AppAd
Ethics
Dear Editor,
Can you say ethics? 1 knew that
you could . . . It's really a shame
that a small group of my fellow
classmates cannot practice or
even grasp what ethical conduct
entails.
It's App Ad tourney time again
and these few individuals have
again spoiled the notion of fairplay and friendly competition. At·
tending arguments is acceptable
conduct. It would be nice to ask
the two participants if they objected. That would be a common
courtesy, but nobody around here
wants to be thought of as common, do they?
This conduct is not in question,
Attendance
is
perm itted
throughout the later rounds of the
tournament. The problem arises
when a small group of participants (no names that's not my
style). acting together devise a
plan by which they collectively
and systematically divide up the
arguments, attend these and take
notes of the proceedings . In a t
least one case, a person has a ttended the judges' critique a fter
a n a rgument.
This behavior is not only forbidden. but it is downright dishonest.
. After the e vening's round of
arguments, these perpetra tors
then conspire and compare these
notes to gain some imagined "Ad\·antage." It frightens me but
does not surprise me that there
are indi\iduals in this school who
would to go any length to gain an
advantage over a fe!low student.
I do not know what the potential
ODor code ramifications might
be Tha '$ another issue reserved
i r ano her dav. I do know,
however. that ~'hen these socallE'<! _ por -ible adults gro ,'-up
Contmue-d on Page- Six
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Arguendo
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If you have a gripe, a suggestion
or even a semi~oherent comment
on something you feel is important. myoid colleaguf> Ma rk
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From the Right
The Beast

By Jeff Yeats
Well, where are we now, then?
Halfway? It's a safe assumption in
my particular case. Halfway
through the year, halfway through
the process, halfway through the
average life expectancy of someone practicing my particular
lifestyle. But halfway, just the
same. Seems like everybody's
halfway through something right
about now .
**•
Whatever happened to the five
dollar surcharge for appealing a
parking ticket at this institution?
Probably nothing. Well , be advised that a promise to pay is insufficient - they want your money
NOW! ! Unpaid parking tickets
will buy you a booted automobile
wheel.
You can also become effectively booted by parking in the
"overflow" lot on any of the 182 1 2
rainy days each year . Don 't get
me wrong, the overflow idea is
sound but somehwhat lacking in
substance thus far . Specifically, it
lacks that substance commonly
known as gravel and application of
said substance will do less good as
the ruts get deeper out there.
Two related. and inter-rela ted ,
observa tions :
1. People who angle in or take
two spots aggravate the situtation,
and
2. Greedheads at the parking office are of absolutely no help.
My friend JD and I are considering a jOint venture aimed at
establishing a commercial parking lot on the east side of South
Henry , somewhere between Muscle Manor and Mike's Garage.

r r

ragefiv~ .

Thomas is taking your calls on AM
740, our own WMBG radio station.
That's not the campus station, but
an actual commercial-type station. Old Mark has an amazingly
broad frame of reference and a
unique frame of mind, give him a
call at 220-7400 weekday afternoons, tell him what you think .
Understand that this is not a
paid announcement, just a boost
from a former employee who
wishes his successors well and truly believes in local radio, a
medium rapidly disappearing in
modern America 's mad rush
toward homogeneity.

**•
Which reminds me .. .I'd like to
take this special moment to call
Ed Shaughnessy a preppie law
dog. He knows why.

**•
A lot of people won't believe this,
but very soon, I will attend my
first Grateful Dead concert. It's
not for want of trying, they just
don 't play Texas much and I
a lways seem to show up late for
some reason. Probably because I
show up late for everything.
Nevertheless this is an experience I am looking forward to,
with one slight reservation. I am
told it can a pproach true
enlightenment, which is good, but
I am also told it can be habitforming and that could be bad.
You see, they told me the same
two things about tobacco, women,
V-8 engines, beer,.typewriters, livi ng in the South, th" va luQ in o ld

vinyl transcriptions and, most
recently, the law. What I really
need is one more for my collection
of collections.
•• *
Speaking of the Dead, myoId
buddy Garrity has resurfaced (in

Phoenix, no less ) and sends his
regards to all of those kind folks
who inquired after him. Although
he has no current address, the boy
seems to be ill some semblance of
order. Still ;;elf-supporting but not
yet the Beverly Hills Biker I think
he set out to be. He's still got a
chance.
***
Weil, it was fun while it lasted,
despite what it did to my digestive
system. I can now turn my back
on the whole nasty process and
resume a more conducive existence. We're disc ussing Moot
Court, of course.
It is , indeed, the rite of passage
which constructively finalizes
one's law school career. After
this, three more rounds of exams,
write a paper and it's over, just
like that. But you gotta get
through Moot Court fi rst.
Unfortunately, distortion and
intensity begin to dominate this
twisted little game, brows are
beaten, arms are twisted, they
even drag out the tired old carrotand-stick approac h because
they' ve made the game so
distasteful that bribery is the only way to fill the field of 64 .
There are terrible manifestations to be avoided. Non-smokers
were seen lighting cigarettes.
healthy folks ass umed a scary
pallor, the tense became veritable
trip-wires and the overly ambitious took to note-taking a nd
number·searching.
I offer no moral to the story. it.
isn 't completed as of press time.
It 's sunply. an ob.:scrvation.

***
One final thought. Where I come
from , every leap year, the spring
dance is dedicated to the memory
of dear old Sadie Hawkins. That
means the girls have to ask the
guys to go to the dance. Well , the
old BB is coming up, and this is a
leap year , but that idea may be too
old-fashioned for a society which
has left sexual stereotypes to the
dust of the past. Still, somebody
should bring it up at the next SBA
meeting , and see if anybody
salutes.

ay Mike Davidson

.

_

In a secular vein, -the -evidence
Communists never have a supports the Gorbachev-Beast
merry Christmas. The Com- link. First, Gorbachev is the first
munist Party does not believe in Soviet SeCretary General to have
God and the Red Army does not a wife that doesn!t outweigh him,
believe in allowing anything to fly nor looks lilre she could take him
over its borders without Soviet in a bedroom fistfight: Also, the
markings. That effectively rules Ameri.c an Media seems to ·like
out the baby Jesus and _Santa Mikhail, which instantly makes
Claus . Now add this to the faCt him suspect. If that's not enough,
that none of the Soviet coins have just reme'm ber that in Alnerlcan
" In God We Trust" inscribed on dog spelled backwards is GOd, but
them and one begins to suspect in Russia dog spelled backwards
that Mikhail Gorbachev is the · doesn't mean anything . .
Biblically, the evidence is .overlong awaited Anti-Christ,ie. , "The
Beast. " .
whelming. Firs~ ' tl!ere 's the
Biblical
scholars'
and " mark" of the Beast. In the Bible
Hollywood film producers its a "666." If you look 'closely you
postulate that the return of the', will see a cleverly smushed 6661n
Anti-Christ, with the resultant Ar- . Gorbachev's forehead . .Also the
mageddon, will occur in this cen- Bible makes reference' to · the
tury. Supposedly he is to come to Beast as a 7 headea' dragon w~th
power within one generation of 10 horns. The Warsaw'Pact has 7
the rebirth of Israel. Since Israel nations; but -the USSR -is viewed
was reborn in the late 40'S, that as 3 nations.at the U.N. , thus we
would place the rise of the Beast have 7 heads with,10 horns .. Also
in the late 80's. As we are all in the Bible, the forces of the
aware, this is the late 80's and Beast ' have a symbolic' color
Gorbachev has just coine to (RED), -and -a symbolic animal
.
(the BEAR), as does the USSR. If
power in the USSR.
Hollywood seems to think that - thats not evidence then· I tJon't
the Beast will come from Engiand know -whaLis.-. .
, ., ;
as evidence by movies The Omen
Historicaliy; -~~ooih- _ta~ir;Jg
and Damien _ If one assumes , people havj:! always br{>ugljt oQW!1
however , that the U.S. will be a great people and nationS and Gorparticipant in the final showdown pachev is certainly smooth -talk'
as leader of the free world, and' . ing. ' The Trojans learned to
that we have no beef with the bewaJ,'e of . <;reek~ . beflriqg gifts;,
Brits, then one must also rule out the Iramans learned to beware of
the Hollywood version of Ar- Iraquis bearing Yogurt products ;
mageddon . As the evidence, both and Massachusetts ' women learnRihliC'.a1 and secular. will show. a : ed to beware.of drunken 'Senators
Russian Beast is much more offering rides hOme: Now it is
'
time for. American 'to beware orlikely .
The USSR and the US are hard- smooth talking Soviets bearing
ly what .one would call drinking peace treaties and wearing
buddies. Since the time of the Italian suits. America is the
rebirth of Israel (who we support leader of the free world and Gorand they don 't) , we 've been bachev is, as Brian Sump would
enemies. They did not like our so elequenUy say, the leader of
meddling in their attempts to the "bad guns" . B~.,."areAmerica
enslave the free world and we did of smooth talking RlJ.Slii1;lllS with
not like their putting missiles in- smushed numbers ' in' their
to Cuba. There were "words" , one forheads bearing 'peace tre~ties
thing led to another, a'nd now we as they might well actually be
baSically just do not get along.
" THE. BEAST" _

Baby Barristers
By Will Murphy
Many
first -years
are
dissatisfied with the legal writing
program . I am aware that
teaching even the most basic
skills of legal writing and
research to 190 first-year law
students must be a daunting task
so I decided to supply some unsolicited advice on how to improve the course. The result is a
list of five things not to do if you
want an effective legal writing
program :
- Don't appoint as director someone who lives in another state.
In a recent lecture. one of the few
actually given by the professor of
the course. we were told tha t
much of the learning tllat was import.ant to the class would take
place outside of it. Tim Murphy
summed up the sentiment of
many first·years with his riposte.
" Yeah. in Georgia _"
- Don·t spend a lot of time
showing us pictures of what a real
bo.ok looks like. There is a whole
library full of actual books. Tak·

ing smail groups of students into
the library and walking them
through a research problem
would be mu~h more instructive.
The guide could explain why each
step makes sense and how he/she
was able to find the needed
material. Dante could not have
learned so much if he hadn 't
made the trip himself.
-Don ' t cut off important
sources of information. Most
assignments should not come
under the honor code_ Tha t is ,
students should be allowed to get
help from one another.
-Don ' t delegate importa nt
duties to T.A. 's unless you are
sure of their dedication and ability _This pearl of wisdom , I admit,
arises from criticism I have
heard. not from my own experience. My TA and at least one
other give reliable instruction.
tried to be accessible . a nd
demonstrated an appreciation for
the impor ta nce of the class _
However. if repor ts of other IL' s

are accurate, this is not true of all
of the T_A.'s.
- Don't require Advocate columnists to take the class. It is better to let them get experience
writing for the paper. This does
create the problem of how to
grade such persons. In order to
encourage this sort of educational, selfless, saint-like behavior
you should give any such person
an "A" .
Avoiding t.he problems listed
should improve the program .
Employing any of the solutions offered should prove helpful ,
although I admit to being partial
to the last.
The Curriculum Committee will
hold a meeting on Wednesday,
February 3 a t 2:30 p.m. in room
119. The legal writing program
will be a mong the subjects
discussed . Student representatives on the committee are Eric
Cantor and Tara Riley. Interested
s tudents should contact these
students before the meeting.

_
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On Line - VTLS
Wouldn't you love to push a few
buttons to find out if a journal
issue has been received. if it is at
the bindery, or if a fac ulty
member has it? Wouldn't you love
to stop signing your name on each
card for each book you check out
on a particular topic? In the near
future you will be a ble to do all of
this and more .
The law library is pleased to announce the introduction of its
automated library system - Lion
(meaning libraries on-line). During the past three years, the
library staff has converted over
30,000 titles to a national standard
machine readable format. This
has formed the initial data base
for the law library.
At the law library, a public access on-line catalog will be the
first module available. CUlTently,
only two public access terminals
are available . As the system is
upgraded, hopefully in the next
biennium, additional terminals
will be added. A circulation subsystem and reserve subsystem
will be tested at the law library
during the summer. The lion circulation system will · provide
several benefits to students: they
will no longer be required to fill
out cards for each title you borrow ; they will be able to use the
lion on-line catalog to determine
if the title you are seeking is
alreadv c.hecked out and if so,
when it is due. Furthermore the

circulation staff will be able to tell
you what books you have checked out, when they are due. and if
you have any fines : and students
will be a ble to place a "hold " for
a specific copy or any copy of a
particular book.
Sometime during 1988, a serials
check-in system will also be
tested. This will enable students
to use the public terminals to fi nd
out if a journal issue has been
received. is at the bindery, etc.
The transition from a fully
manual system to a totally computerized on-line system will take
time. Students ' cooperation during this period of transition will be
greatly appreCiated.
Please feel free to ask the
libra ry staff any questions concerning the use of the terminals.
It will be constantly enhancing
LION by expanding the data base,
providing access points to information in the collections, and introdUCing new fea tures as they
are developed. Comments and
suggestions to the staff are
welcomed.
*LION is the local name for the
system we will be using . It includes materials from all campus
libraries . The software was
developed by the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and is
known as VTLS . It runs on
Hewlett Packard hardware, series
3000.

Press Freedom
Continued from Page Four

Even more frightening is the scope of this unbridled
censorship. The Court extended the privilege to "school
sponsored publications, theatrical productions, and other
expressiv~

activities that students , parents, and

members of the public might reasonably perceive to bear
the imprimatur of the school. These activities may fairly be characterized as part of the school curriculum,
whether or not they occur in a traditional classroom setting, so long as they are supervised by faculty members
and designed to impart particular knowledge or skills to
student participants and audiences. "
As Justice Brennan summed up in dissent, "The
young men and women of Hazelwood East expected a
civics lesson, but not the one the court t~aches them today. "
-G.G.

Right to Life
Continued from Page Four

using drugs and excessive physical stress can harm an
unborn child. Even if this is not the case in every harmful situation, the important thing to remember is the
potential for harm to the unborn child.
State laws regulate the relationship between born
. children and parents. A parent's right to privacy in raising a child is not.so broad as to be totally discretionary.
The state has an interest in protecting the rights of the
child. Certainly in Virginia, the state has the right to protect the rights of an unborn child, especially in light of
Blackmun's theory and those that follow.
Parents who negRect to feed a child and who .abandon a child are criminally sanctioned. Parents who
physically abuse a child are punished. Parents who use
drugs and whose alcohol use affects a child have their
parental rights subordinated. Perhaps the problem
arises in the definition of "child." The problem could be
solved using the viability notion and the extensions that
broaden viability suggested in later opinions, such as
Thornburgh.

This new theory does not necessarily advocate the
right to life but merely advocates the right to a healthy
life if abortion is not chosen. Once this right is fully
respected, the intentional harm to that life can be prot~ted both before and after the fact of birth .

. ~H.K.Y : .

, .....

Letters to the Editor Cont'd
The Last Word
Editor:
For those of you who don't know
me, I'm related to Joe Biden by
virtue of the fact that he
graduated 9th from the bottom at
Columbia, and I graduated 9th
from the bottom at M-W. For
those of you who do know me, I

poor Todd to the matrimonial
cross ) Professor Butler, Mark
Kallenbach, Mara Clariett, Lyn
Wolfe, Anne Marie DiNardo ( 011Iy if she were drunk and thought
I was Son of Sam ), that weird
looking blue-eyed German
shepherd with Dachshund legs
that lives in the parking lot, and

shant delay any longer.

the entire Kappa Kappa Gamma

Someone sent me an October 1
issue of the Advocate. I noted that
110t only was my memory cast in
a disparaging light by Connie
Karassas , but tha t wildl y
homosexual Tom " Earring"
Kohler and equally depraved
Steve " Mr. Fist" Frazier were
still darkening Advocate pages
with their printed lunacy.
I'd just like to set the record
straight. I was in Law school for
sex. Nothing else. And I make no
apologies for that. None. And I
have no regrets, except one : I
regret I never wallowed naked in
a giant vat of lime jello with
Laurie Wilkerson ... and come to
think of it, I also regret never having done likewise with Connie
herself, Jeanne Morrell, Regina
Stawarz, Cheri Lewis , Melissa
McKeithen (before she nailed

contigent that pretends to stud.y
upstairs on Sunday night.
Furthermore, I'd have dearly
loved violating (preferably on
new lounge furniture fifteen
minutes after Joan Pearlstein
locks up for the night) all the professors who voted against Bernie
Corr's tenure , Steve Mister,
anyone who takes more than one
John Levy class, members of the
Environmental Law Society. 6
packages of Cream Fille d
Bingies, and whomever the hell
allows Professor LeBel to teach
Jurisprudence.
What is more, if Mike Davidson
wants to write about launching a
TOW missile through the ear hole
of some unemployed minority
while he whistles the Horst
Wessel March and tap dances on
the no-doubt miniature scrotums

(scrotj?) of Tip O'Neil and Ted
Kenned y, then that is his
business. After reading the last
issue of the Advocate, I'd suggest
Hagen Frank and Louis Cunningham -two men with proven
Brass Ones-provide Gerry and
Kimbe rlie something rea ll y
l'ewsworthy, by horsestomping
Will Murphy until he pees his
pants .
I passed the Bar despite a " D"
in Intellectual Property.
Damian T. Horne
Attorney a t Large

Ethics
Continued from Page Four

and enter the real world they will
be in for a hard lesson.
When one plays ba rd-ball by
cut-throat methods . he had better
be prepared to face the
consequences.
I wonder how proud their
mothers would be.
Jon Jester
P .S. I a m a disinterested party
in that I voluntarily dropped from
the competi tion.

Wanted
1988-1989

BUSINESS MANAGER
for the Advocate
© Great Experience.
© Work on your own time.
© Trained provided.
© Prime Resume Filler.

The :\dvocate
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The Wailing Cats: Feline Ferocity
On the eve of their second world
r. the e Cats. once described
mode tl.v s "a dance band, "are
pro\'ing they can show their
claws . . .
10

An :\d vocate Exclusive
by La r ry Shewis
After hanging fo r an hour or so
in Bo Sweeney's east side 10 t
apartment with these four individuals who double as The Wailing Cats . it is hard to imagine that
a few years ago. three of these
guys were uptight law students.
Eddie MC:--': elis . who got up every
half an hour during this interview
to do a couple laps around the
apartment or a few strokes on the
rowing machine in the next room,
i ineffably engaging. Bo. the
bassist a nd spiritual center of the
band. is friendly. accomodati ng
and refreshingly unaffected by
the band 's recent surge on the
music scene . Chip Turner . the
quartet's sta tu esqu e lead
vocalist. and Da ve "Thunder
Toes " E zzell. the drummer who
has kept beat with Bo since their
early
da ys
with
Th e
Suspenders.lend insight and
authority to the Cats , balancing
the energetic impulses of
Sweeney and McNelis, both on
and offstage.
Even two years later, it is still
tempting to ask these four what
gave them the impetus to leave
law school in their very last
semester at a small college in
rural Williamsburg. Virginia to
play clubs in New York City. only to be discovered soon
thereafter by an Asylum recording executive . For Dave.
formerly a paramedic, it only
took their first single. which was
released on the Newport Newsbased Unger Records label a nd
got a lot of airplay in the
Southeast. for him to know tha t
these Cats were on the prowl. The
Litter Box tour , a five-ci ty blitz.
followed. and then the decision to
"make the move."
Each of the Cats agree that it
was the undaunted encouragement of their first managers,
Greg Hair and Mark Kallenbach,
which propelled them to where

thev are now. But how did they
make the leap ' from a local
outhern "dance band." named
by Kallenbach for their early
sound which wa s likened to the
noise made by a constipated alley
cat. to their latest pla tinumpotential record release " Scratching At Mary 's Door." and land
on all four feet.
When their No Drugs Tour
begin_ next month. the Cat will
have es tablished themselves in
recording circles as an ensemble
who. in an era where synth-tech
studio maneuvers are making obsolete acoustic prowes . are still
very capable of taking their show
on the road. In shor t. these Cats
have rock a nd r oll soul . Tha t soul
i heard when Eddie and Chip
harmonize on their renditions of
the assorted R.E .M. char ts they
choose to do in concerts. That soul
is felt in the grinding beat of
Dave' drum and in the throbbing. pulsating lines of Bo's bass
lines. heard best on their new
master meow mix disc. Most
oft en. it is heard in the non-notey.
blinding hot leads and caustic
rhythms of Eddie's lead guitar,
especiall y in their crowdfrenzying renditions of the classic
rock hits, such as "Mony, Mony,"
" Peace, Love and Understanding ." (especially when they
remember all the lyrics ), "Day
Tripper," and "My Generation."
And then, again, sometimes it is
not heard at all.
Chip, more than the others ,
likes to theorize about the themes
and directions the band is taking
next, und stresses throughout the
afternoon that, in contrast to their
first stage circuit. the Hammer
Tour , "This tour will be for the
critics ." For Chip, this is important because he knows that there
are many individuals out there in
the business who still remember
his earlier days with " Patchwork " a critically-acclaimed but
popularly undervalued band of
the late '70's. For him , the accolades of 'ew York Times music
critic Doug Anderson, in his recent review of the quartet, are
what count most. Anderson
wrote, ''I'll tell ya ' : I've come full
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The "\-'ailing Cats will be performing at the Royce Hotel (formerly the Ho House ) Thursday night,
February 4,

circle on these guys , These cats
really have claws ," Later in the
interview , Chip saunters into the
next room to retrieve a copy of
last month 's copy of Downbeat
magazine to show me what the
well-regarded music reviewer
Chris James had written in last
month 's issue: "This quartet has
surpassed the expectations of
everyone. They are , in fact, bigger than both Sean Cassidy and
Rick Springfield."
Bo, who assembled the band
back in 1987, takes the Cats'
popular success as a given.
" We're an honest band. People
dig honest dance bands," he says,
as if the band were still packing
them in at a small house in
Williamsburg every Friday night.
Bo recently decided to enroll in
night law school to finish up his
nearly-complete law degree.
"Yeah, Mom wanted me to," he
explains ,

Eddie returns now from a few
quick push-ups in the kitchen,
While everyone knows that Eddie
supplies a lot of the Cats ' style
and finesse , it is hard to believe
at times that he was once the
child prodigy on first chair violin
in the Reading Symphony. When
asked what made him decide in
the band 's genesis to dedicate
himself to the Cats as lead guitar,
Eddie states frankly , " At the

time , I needed something to rill
the gap in my life between law
review and National Moot Court
team. Now , it's everything to me,
except for Heidi ."
The Cats have come a long way
and probably still have a long way
to go. But this reviewer is really
impressed.
Wail on , Cats.

DID YOU KNOW???
The hoary free speech hypothetical of shouting
" Fire! " in a crowded theatre comes from Schenck v.
U.S .. , 249 U,S, 47 (1919) , As Mr, Justice Holmes put it,
" The most stringent protection of free speech would not
protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and
causing a panic,"
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Origins of the Split-infinitive Rule · .
By John H ' i l'l

We all know It' S wrong to split
a n infi nitive . We know this
because that's what we were told
with earnest conviction by ow
English teachers year after year.
inand if we ever forgot. if a ~
finitive somehow crept imu an
essay or a term paper, we lost
points. We accepted that splitting
infinitives was wrong the same

,iI,

way we accepted a lot of other arbitra r y
r ules ,
without
questioning.
English grammar in its most
familiar form , the form we were
taught in school, was largely a n
eighteenth century invention.
That was when schola rs first
sought to esta blish guidelines for
spea king a nd writing the
language in a socially acceptable
man ner. Those early gra m-

mari~ns labored under two handicaps . First, they were innocent
of linguistic principles that
developed in the twentieth century, principally that ever y
language has its own distinctive
grammar , i. e., the way it actualIy works - its descriptive grammar. Second, in common with
academicians in all disciplines for
several centuries, they revered
classical learning to a fault. The
.

fault arose here because the
grammar they knew best was
that of Latin.
When these grammarians were
groping their way toward the
very first codification of English
gramma r, they natll.rally reached for any familiar model that
might offer them some guidance.
Assuming that Latin embodied
the highest developed form of
grammar - after all. the Romans

BENCH CLASSICS
Everybody Must Get Sued
A Mississippi state circuit court judge sang a sad
song of time-consuming frivolous lawsuits, invoking the
lyrics of a Bob Dylan protest song in a recent liability
ruling .
Parodying the tune " Rainy Day Women," Bolivar
County Circuit Judge Eugene M. Bogen concluded that
while everybody must be sued, not everybody should
recover.
Judge Bogen granted summary judgement in favor
of the Cleveland, Miss. , Moose Lodge in a suit brought
by a man who claimed the lodge was responsible for inJuries he received as the result of a beating and robbery.
Plaintiff W.B . Crain said he doesn't remember the
I ~~ ~ " l~l\ that took place as he arriv~d at the lo~ge to p~ay
~USIC f,)t' a p~rqr. He was found ~ymg uncons~iOus beSIde
hIS cal <tnd didn t recover conSCiOusness until two weeks
later , ~ccording to the suit.
Usmg the Dylan lyrics to illustrate his decision,
Judge Bogen said the law didn't require the Moose Lodge

Fair Notice
Work-Study Funding
for Summer Jobs
The Law School has a limited
amount of money for distribution
to students who are eligible for
College Work-Study grants and
who are interested in working thi ~
summer for nonprofit employers

in the private or public sectors
(including government ). If you
a re interested in exploring workstudy fundi ng, see Dean Kapla n
as soon as possible.

What I Did During
Summer Vacation
Fir t-years are encouraged it>
attend a session on summer
e mployment
Wedn es da y.
February 3, at 11 :00 a.m. in room
120. Six second-year students who
worked last summer in law-

related jobs, other than firms.
will share their experiences .
Dean Kaplan wiII explain the procedure for College Work-Study
funding as well.

Platinum Plunger
Awards
The Second Annual Platinum
Plunger Rejection Letter Contest ·
i coming up . Th e a wards
ceremony will be held somet ime

around April Fool's Day. ubmi t
your entries now -don't miss your
cha nce to be " plunged."

Judicial Clerkship
Session
On Tuesday. February 2. there
will be an information session on
Judicial Clerkships for second
year students. Alumni who have
clerked at federal. state and loca l

court will be on hand to discuss
their experiences . The program
begins at 3: 15 p.m. in room 127. A
reception in the student lounge
will follow.

to protect him from others ' criminal acts:
"Well , they'll sue you when you fail to pay the claim,
They'll sue you for bad faith no matter who's to
blame.
They 'll sue you when you're driving to go home ;
Then they'll sue you when you're parked and all
alone .
But, I would not feel so much abused,
E verybody must be sued. "
After'dismissing more of Mr. Crain's arguments , the
judge concluded:
" Well , they' ll sue you when you 're a little tyke ;
They'll sue you and everybody else in sight.
In the land of the free and the home of the brave
They'll sue you when you're lying in your grave. '
But, I would not feel so much abused,
EVERYBODY must be sued. "

had developed everything else to
its highest form , had they not? they attempted to force English
into the Latin mold. This was no
less reasonable than forcing lefthanded children to write with
their other hands (which these
pedants also did, and continued
doing so until quite recently,
demonstrating once again that
the educational establishment is
the slowest-moving lifeform know
to Man).
Now in Latin, as it happens, the
infinitive form of a verb was one
word. " To speak," for instance,
was " loquitere," the same verb
that appears in a different form
in " res ipsa loquitur," meaning
the thing speaks for itself. The
" ere" ending in " Ioquitere" told
Roman schoolchildren that this
was an infinitive. In English,
however, we recognize an infinitive by the combination of
" to" followed by a verb. If you inset any word between " to" and
the verb tha t follows it, you've
" split" the infinitive. "To clearly speak" is a split infinitive .
Clearly one cannot split a single
word. Since it was impossible to
split an infinitive in La tin, the
classicists reasoned that ergo and
Q.E.D . it was improper to do so
in English. If the logic here eludes
you, obviously you've neglected
your Aristotle.
From that day to the present,
our educational establishment
(and occasionally others, see infra ) has enforced th i ~ command
To on P a~e Tr ll

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

LLM. Degree in Banking Law Studies
A unique graduate program offering separate, multidisciplinary courses of study in American BankIng Law
Studies and in International Banking Law Studies.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of Law,
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts,
these innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of
intellectual and practical education at one of the nation's
most prestigious law schools. Covering the full range of
advanced banking law subjects, the curriculum also
includes courses specially developed to introduce lawyers
to the economic and managerial aspects of the domestic
and international financial services industry.
Thi s com prehensive LL.M . program offers a singular
educational opportunity for lawyers who wish to practice
in these dynamic, fast growing areas of speCialization.
Applications are now being accepted for full or part-time
enrollment in September 1988.

F or a ca t alog conta in ing detailed
inror ma ti on and appl icatio n ror ms, wr ite :
Graduate Progr a m in Ba nking La w Stu dies
Mor in Ce nte r ro r Ba nking Law S tudies
Bosto n Unive rsit y School or La w
765 Common weahh Ave nue
Boston, :\1as,achusctt5 O~ :21 5
or ca ll: 61 '7 35:1·30:2:1
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Distributions bl Professor and Subject
(First-Year Classes
Fall 1987)

Grade

TORTS

.
----. ~

B+
3.33

A-

3.67

B
3.00

B2.67

C+

C

2.33

2.00

c-

D+
D
1.67 1.33 1.00

Avg
CONTRACTS

,
,

Grade

7
6

5
8

,

13

,

7.1%

13
7.1%

Selassle
Sullivan

I

8
10

15

9
23

30

45
18
32
9.9% 24.7% 17.6%

12
27

8
9

13

0
0

0
1

2.87
2.73

---------.
-------------2.78
39
4
0
1
17

9.3% 21.4%

2.2%

0.5%

CON-LAW
LecbJtter
Nichols
I

I

14
26

11
32

11
16

8
7

2
5

8.2%

3.8%

0
0

0
1

2.87
2.81

------------------------------.-------------2.83
15
7
0
1

40
43
27
16
27
8.7% 14.7% 21.7% 23.4% 14.7%

8
4.3%

I

12
15

7
9

4
4

0.5%

I

[

CI V

I

PROCEDURE
4
13

5
7

George
Barnard

LeBel
Hardy

12
16

6
20

2
6

0
0

1
0

2.74
2.81

9.3% 11.5% 18.1% 19.8% 14.3% 15.4%

4.4%

.

0.5%

(Rosenberg)

PROPERTY
I

20
16

13
20

-----------------.
-----------------------------2.78
8
0
1
12
17
21
33
36
26
28
6.6%

I

6
15

10 A.M.

(A)

2

8

Noon

(8)

6

12

11
20

11
23

14
23

10
20

7
i1

4
1

0
0

0
1

2.81
2.87

---------.
-31-----.
--------------.
-18----.-5-----------------2.85
0
1
20
34
37
30
8
4.3% 10.9% 16.8% 18.5% 20.1% 16.3%

9.8%

2.7%

7
13

6

0.5%

TOR T S

A-

A

B+ B

B-

C-

C+ C

D

2
5

Hardy

LeBel

3.7%

GRAND

~

,
I

I
I

I

I

7
17

24
42

13
13

6
13

3

0
0

3
3

2.65
2.72

-----------------.---------.
-20-----------------------2.70
7
10
24
26
66
19
9
0
6

CIVIL PROCEDURE
1\

2
8

5.3% 12.8% 13.9% 35.3% 10.2% 10.7%

4.8%

3.2%

TOTALS

,,
,,

48
5.2%

\

4C •

76
121
178
214
120
33
119
8.3% 13.2% 19.4% 23.3% 12.9% 13.1 % 3.6%

0

10
1.1 %

2 .79

\

I

CONTRACTS

I

,

I

\

NOT E S
1 • The Y-Axis for these curves
Is not directly readable In
numbers of scores because they
have been scaled so that the
large class and the small class
will have the same relative
Impact.

Barnard
George
B+ B

A-

A

,,

- --B-

"

C+

C-

C

,

"\
"\

,

2.
By arbitrary convention,
the solid line represents the
larger class.

I

,

Sullivan

D

Selassie

---,,

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

A

A-

B+ B

..

3. The area between the curves
gives a relative Idea about how
the professors differed and In
which direction.

-~

B-

C

C+

C-

4.
For those of you who
wondered:
"Did I , get a raw
deal by having Professor ' X'
for that c l ass?"
The most
st art I I ng conclusi on from a II
of t hi s Is that It probabl y
did n't mat ter. The cu rve s are
very c lose, an d t he largest
v ariations a r e - a r und th e
.::e nter po i nts .

-

D

PI,tOPERTY

~-

..

If you win d up on a_ break
po i nt between stan di ng r anges ,
-!- he n you mi ght want to see how
t he lu ck of the draw p laced you
(diffe r e nt co mb i nation s o f
prof essors mi ght be more or
les- benef Ie I a t t o d i f ferent
group s) •
Dr3w y ur own
con lusions ' remtO'mb e rlng
always that +hese are ""'.er I v
( I nformati,-~'l
rat io~ al i :aTions
for those c· us with el kat e
egos) , and that In the vast
maj ority cf cases it matters
not one whit.
'i

,
\

\

\

\

\

\

,
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Rosenberg

I

I,
:\

Nichol
Ledbetter

Noon
10 A.M.

---" ..

:\-

Bi-

B

B-

C+

C

C-

D
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Faculty Evaluations
Continued from Page Three

The law school's defending coed intramural champs , the
Jambers, opened their season
with a 72-31 trouncing of the Dupont Flyers last Sunday night.
Although missing star center
Janet McGee and key sub Billy
Power who was recovering from
a weekend of trial practice, the
Jamhers coasted to victory as
Jean Hernon, Liz McGrail, and
Pat Miller all scored in the double figures. Super-sub Leigh Ann
Holt proved to be an intimidating
force inside. Dave Cozad, Mark
Kallenbach and Kenny Harrell
did their best to stay out of the
way while the women toyed with
their opponents. The squad hopes
to be at full force next week as
Jim Lady, Power and McGee
return to action.

F UN FIGURES!!!
0)lv~-

l\Ut"t\t-;:,-

l~m\JU~

or infamous paper shredder, the Intimus 0075, can
gobble ten 8lh x 11 sheets
of paper and instantaneously spit out 100,000
flakes of confetti.

although his teaching ability may
be excellent.
There is a difference in opinion
among the faculty as to the quality of comments of first-through
third-year students. Some professors feel that first year comments are less thoughtful due to
the inevitable tension first-year
students experience. On the other
hand, some faculty members
believe tha·t the first-year
students take more time to complete the questionnaire and comment section. Few third-year
students actually return them.
The timing of the questionnaires may also be inappropriate.
They are conducted prior to exams so that students are not influenced by their grades or the
test. But, as Prof. Lee points out,

students have not yet reviewed
for fmals and "can not appreciate
the course because they have not
done thorougb analysis of it yet" .
At the same time, as Prof. Barnard noted. " if there is a problem
in the class, it can not be corrected since the evaluations are
not available until after fmals and
the grades are over." It was suggested that a better time to conduct the evaluations is after the
examination but before the
grades are posted , but the
logistics of this may be complicated.
In many other schools, the
evaluations are available to
students to review throughout the
semester and are used in determining which classes to enroll in.
Students and faculty are split on

Split-Infinivites
Continued from Page Eight
ment against splitting infinitives
blithely ignoring the lessons of
structural linguistics and descriptive grammar that it made no
sense whatever, that splitting infinitives is perfectly natural and
proper in English. The greatest
English grammarian of all ,
Henry Fowler, ridiculed the rule
in his seminal Modern English
Usage .
Although
Fowler
antedated modern linguistic
research , he recognized the
perveristy of imposing on English
grammar a stricture that led to
awkward
and
arhythmic
sentences, and he characterized

writers have continued honoring
it for that reason alone. Who
wants to explain about
eighteenth-century grammarians
and classical Latin and structural
lingquistics whenever someone
" corrects" you for splitting an
infinitive?
Now, however, matters are getting out of hand. Now we are told
not only not to split any other
" verb forms ." You'll find this in
the rules propounded for your
Legal Writing course if you're a
first-year, or Appellate Advocacy
if you're a second-year, or Law
Review if you're a nerd.

..!l

What'sj!ollli! on here~ Thev've

"fetish" and a 'superstition." Of
course that was merely sixty
years ago, so the educational
establishment has scarcely had
time yet to notice.
Considering the widespread
adherence to this rule by those
possessed (peculiarly appropriate term ) of a superficial
familiarity with grammar, some

taken a rule that was dead wrong
from the outset, and instead of
giving it a decent burial they've
exhumed the remains and set it to
work at a task that even those
original wrongheaded eighteenthcentury grammarians never
contemplated.
What's going on here is obvious.
It's called progress.

-tN> _<tn\\.I.in{in\.ti.'Qo

.1".11\1>

..:u:.

COOKING
CRUSTACEANS
.·l ,\1",.,'

If,l/II,,,,,·

the propriety of this issue. At the
present time, students rely on
each other for information concerning professors, which mayor
may not be accurate.
As an alternative, few faculty
members would favor having the
questionnaires on reserve if they
were improved. Prof. Nichol commented that you "might want to
have them screened preIiminarily but that it might be a good
alternative to the rumor mill
which students presently use." On
the other hand, Prof. Coven
believes that there is a "valuable
personal component to the comment section and having them as
a matter of public record might
interfere with the educational
process since many students do
not do a good job in evaluating

certain aspects oi tea ciuilg " . The
administrative policy is that the
evaluations are designed for faculty, not student, use and SUCh·
availability of the results would
hinder this process.
It appears that the evaluations
are very important to this fatulty and the Administration but
there is genuine dissatisfaction in
the construction and timing of the
questionnaire. The evaluations
have not been reviewed in at least
ten years. A review of the procedure and the evaluation itself
would benefit not only students,
but the faculty as well. It was
noted that in a school where the
student evaluations are taken so
seriously, more effort should be
made to make the questions more
meaningful and responsive.

Speaking of Sports

Superbow-l
Continued from Page Eleven

rushing from the outside and Butz working up the middle, the Redskins have an impressive number of quarterback sacks.
!he Redskins' defensive game plan against the Broncos IS. so fundamental it has become a football cliche:
contam the quarterback. If Elway is able to avoid the
pressure .and work outside, look for a big day. It is a
tough aSSIgnment for the Redskins, but the Giants showed it could be done.
lW'any (actors go into a footbaII game, and I can't
comme~t on them all. F~tball, despite its team play,
often will corne down to SImply one individual effort or
error. The key to this game I believe will be how well
EI:nay re~ponds ,to the defensive pressure of the Redskms. So, ill the fmal analysis, will the Redskins be able
to "contain" Elway? Yeah, right. Redskins 24 Broncos
31.

'

SELL ADVERTISING
for

·\",'rjltldl

1" /'rCJ",ri"-,,, / i ... / ,./I"/I"r.'
tlllti Crll/}." .
Pldce the lobster or na hs
in a pot of cool water.
THEN, stoid.'! heat the
Wolter to ~u de~n'l' ~ Centigrade (10.. Fahrenheit>.
The water can th en be
brought rapidly to a boil.
a n d the lobster o r cra bs
cook('d the normoll a m ount
, of time. The trick to t h is
;·method is that crustal·eans
will slowly lose co nscious n ess when th e water
is gradually hea ted to
wa r m er tempera turesallow in g the m to be tota lly
unconscio u s by the t im e
th e water ( o mes to a bo il,
a nd s pa ring th e m the p.l in
of bei n g bGiJed alive.

the.',Anur;can Huma.ne Association.

EARN BIG
$$$$$
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Leave your name and
phone number at Room 238
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Part-Time Bronco,
Full-Time Student

fil e pholo

"The tryout was not much,"
r esponded Archie when asked
about its difficulty. Ar chie, of
course, made the team.
Archie had no problems with
players because of the strike. The
players and replacements not on
strike stayed at a hotel two blocks
from the field. Because news of
the conflicts between striking a nd
nonstriking
players
in
Washington and Philadelphia
reached the West before the first
practice, the Broncos' owner sent
two buses from the hotel to the
field. The first had no one on it,
and went through the line, while
the second bus slipped around the
back. "Neither bus got attacked,
and we had no problems with the
players," Archie said. "In fact,
Denver had 10 or 11 line crossers,
and the problems were not as bad
as elsewhere," he added.
The fans showed tremendous
support as well. " Denver fans had
the highest attendance at the first

FRESH DOUGH PUlA - " AT ITS BEST"
•
•
•
•
•

SPECIAL SALADS
ITALIAN DISHES
SUBS-"OUR SPECIAL WAY"
BEER AND WINE
OPEN 11 AM-ll PM

"YOUR FAMILY PUZA SHOPPE"
FAMILY OWNED &: OPERATED

GIORGIO'S PIZZA SHOPPE
COLONY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

..

229-0300

RD- NEXT TO FARM FRESH
'. "
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A Superday for
Washington

Football fans: Have you ever
had the dream of getting to play
on an NFL team? What an experience it would be ! One of
1arshall-Wythe's students, Archie Harris , had that experience
thi past fall . He got a chance to
play for the Denver Broncos. He
seemed pleased with the experience. but his story suggests
the journey began long ago and
not simply with a quick flight to
Denver.
Archie started playing football
when he was eight years old.
While he watched sports on television and was a big Cowbcys fan ,
he ast'r' iJed most of his interest to
his father. "My father played
football , and I started playing
football , and I guess professional
football may have influenced me,
but I never planned to be a professio nal player, " he said.
Archie played high school football at Jefferson-Hugenot-Wythe
in Richmond . Then, he came to
William and Mary as an
undergraduate and played offensive tackle. Finally, this past
year, he discovered that the
Chicago Bears had chosen him in
the seventh round of the draft. He
went to the camp, and played in
several preseason games. But the
Bears dropped him from the team
at the last cut.
When the strike came, Archie's
chance to play pro football that
fall returned. He told me that,
after the strike became apparent :
" The Broncos called m e... and
about 10 other teams called me.
Every team knows who
everybody has playing for them ,
and therefore I was known. I
knew I would get to play. and it
was a matter of choosing the best
team for me." He wanted to go
with the Broncos partly because
of advice from his agent. who suggested the team might be hard to
make, but would be a good team
to play for. (Denver had managed to hold on to several lineman
after the strike, which made the
few positions available relatively
hard to get. ) But he had also met
a scout for the Broncos at the
Blue-Grey game· the previous
winter. This scout impressed him
with the quality of the Bronco
club.
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Speaking Of
Sports

by Stephen Lee
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game [during the stnkeJ. Wrule
other teams had 9,000 fans attending, 38,000 [Denver ] fans showed up for the first game," he said.
Archie had the chance to play
in three games as a starter. But
he did not get as much experience
as he hoped to get. He started the
first game at offensive tackle, but
then two tackles , one on injured
reserve and one starter , crossed
the line. (They probably worried
Archie would replace them. ) The
Broncos relegated him to a starting position on special teams,
and Archie saw the proverbial
handwriting . Therefore , he
shifted his attitude. He said. " I
planned to ride it out 3 S fa r as
possible, make as much mon~v as
possible, and try to last a t least
three games , so that I could get
retirement benefits if I ever got
back again."
The three games were important to Archie because he planned to be back in professional football. "My l' Hreer is not over," Archie ann L1unced. Three teams the Jets , the Giants ; and the
Bucaneers - have offered him
positions . and he will definitely be
in someone's training camp this
year.
In retrospect, Archie was glad
to see the Broncos' progress to the
Superbowl. He felt his efforts and
those of his fellow replacement
players positively affected this
outcome. He compared the Broncos to the Vikings and said. " If we
had lost all of our games like they
did, the playoff situation would
ha ve been much different for the
Broncos. "
For now, Archie will continue
with law school. He had an experience many of us fans can only imagine. The closest most of us
will get is a season ticket to a box
seat. Good luck next year, Archie.

.
It's that time of year again when football experts
!summon up all of their analytical powers in order to
predict the eventual World Champions. As the selfiappointed local pundit, I would be remiss if I didn't proffer my own choice. For what it's worth, here goes.
~
Denver advances for the second straight time to the
:Superbowl off a thrilling offensive show. One may question the character of this team for blowing a huge half. time lead, but the game was more complicated than a
simple second-half letdown. For one thing, Bernie Kosar
was as perfect as is humanly possible, and also the firsthalf score was as much a result of Cleveland's miscues
as anything Denver did. No, there is not a lack of intangible emotion here. Denver wants to win, especially after
the defeat last year to the Giants when the Broncos looked clearly inferior.
Offensively, Denver relies principally on the pass,
,using a system of crossing patterns designed to sweep
1zones and create one-on-one mismatches. But don't be
:fooled; Denver also runs very effectively. The Broncos'
main weapon, however, is the quarterback scramble.
John Elway runs it to perfection, always keeping the
defensive line frustrated. Also, because of the crossing
'patterns of the receivers, Elway usually has a clear alley
in which to run, or a receiver 20 yards downfield wide
open because he left the defensive back somewhere
around the far hash-mark.
So how does one stop such an offensive threat? As
my father once said, " the best way to stop an offensive
star is to not let him have the ball. " Of course, my father
was talking about basketball, but the overall principle
is the same ; it's called using the clock by controlling the
tempo of the game. My father is fond of relating the time
he coached against the defending Kansas state champions. It seems that the state champs had a guard who
averaged 20 points a game, and the team as a whole
scored at least 60 points a game. My father stalled the
entire game, and won by a final score of 13-12. In basketball it's called the stall. In football it's calledJbe running game. It calls for a clean, brisk running attack mixed with short to medium passing. It is the Redskins ' forte.
There is not a team that does it better (The Bears, of
course, do it equally well). Add to this the fact that the
Redskins have excellent receivers. Gary Clark is one of
the best in football at giving an out move and then going
long. With Art Monk back in the lineup, the Redskins
should show some offensive spark. The winner of this one
should not score less then 30 points.
The last three Superbowl winners, Giants, Bears,
and Forty-niners, all playa certain style of aggressive,
hard-nosed defense, in which the defense dictates the
flow of the game. Denver, although playing sound
defense with good players, clearly does not. The Broncos rely on the big play, capitalizing on an offense's
,mistakes. Against Cleveland, the big play happened.
Against the well coached team like the Redskins that
makes few mistakes , the big play does not always save
you. Don't misunderstand me, Denver plays very good
defense. If they didn't they wouldn't be in the Superbowl.
But there is a difference between capitalizing on an offense's mistakes and forcing an offense to make
mistakes.
The Redskins , on the other hand, do play an aggressive tempo-setting defense. However, unlike some
of the other great defenses in the' league, the Redskins
generally don't blitz. They rely instead on tough coverage
of receivers while at the same time applying pressure
on the quarterback with only the front four. Obviously,
it works. The Redskins have probably the best set of
defensive ends in football. Charles Mann always impresses me with his pass-running ability (The other end,
as we all know, is a grapefruit). With Mann and Manley
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for its "multistate
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into an integrated
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